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ABSTRACT 

Ethylene-co-vinyl acetate (EVA), high density polyethylene (HDPE) and their blends are being 

used in many engineering applications. In this work, an attempt was made to extend the 

conventional uses of EVA/HDPE blended polymer nanocomposites by laser treating their 

surface to automobile, aircraft, and similar industries, where tribological properties played an 

important role.  Effects of laser irradiation on adhesive tribo-performances of maleic anhydride 

grafted polyethylene (MA-g-PE: 2phr) modified ethylene-co-vinyl acetate/high density 

polyethylene (EVA/HDPE: 70/30 wt. %) organ modified montmorillonite (OMMT: 4phr) 

blended polymer nanocomposite have been investigated. EVA/HDPE/MA-g-PE/OMMT 

polymer nanocomposite was irradiated by Ytterbium laser system (YSL-2000) at various scan 

speeds and power densities. As per ASTM G99 standard, tribo-performance attributes 

coefficient of friction and specific wear rate were evaluated using pin-on-disc machine against 

rotating EN31 steel disc of 60 HRC at different loads and speeds. Wear mechanisms of worn 

surfaces were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. It was observed 

that coefficient of friction and specific wear rate were significantly affected by power density 

and load, while sliding distance and scan speed have marginal effects.  

Key words: EVA/HDPE/MA-g-PE/OMMT Polymer Nanocomposites; Laser irradiation; 

Adhesive wear; Coefficient of friction; SEM. 
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INTRODUCTION 

High development costs for new polymers initiated the development of polymer blends in 

which dilution of high-cost polymers at low-cost polymers takes place with desirable 

properties. Polymer blend is an alloy of at least two polymers, which are blended to create a 

new material with tailored properties (Robeson.,1984). Specific wear rate of high molecular 

weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and polytetrafluoroethylene blend under dry sliding friction 

was decreased by 2 times in contrast with pure UHMWPE (Nguyen.,2014). Similarly, blend of 

melamine-formaldehyde resin with low-density polyethylene (LDPE) had low friction value 

than that of neat LDPE (Brostow., 2008). Namdeo et al. (2016) investigated two-body abrasive 

wear behavior of ethylene-co-vinyl acetate (EVA) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

polymer blend and found that 70 wt% of EVA and 30 wt% of HDPE had highest wear 

resistance.  

Most polymer blends are immiscible and need to be compatibilized. Polymeric compatibilizers 

have the broadest range of opportunities in automotive, electrical/electronic, packaging, 

sports/recreation equipment, major appliance, and medical device applications. They can be 

used as blend compatibilizers, coupling agents, adhesion promoters and impact modifiers 

(Utracki.,2002). Namdeo et al. (2016) observed that the addition of 2 phr of maleic anhydride 

grafted polyethylene (MA-g-PE) lowered high-stress abrasive wear of EVA/HDPE polymer 

blend. Nanoparticles enhance the interaction with the other particles within the mixture, which 

are responsible for change in physical as well as chemical properties. These changes further led 

to the increase in the ratio of the surface area to volume and the size of the particle 

(Anandhan.,2011). It was also reported that MA-g-PE modified EVA/HDPE polymer blend 

had high adhesive two-body and three-body abrasive wear resistance with the addition of 4 phr 

organ modified montmorillonite (OMMT) nano-clay (Namdeo.,2017).  

Tribological parameters have been tailored in various ways. Surface treatment is an effective 

approach to modify wear and coefficient of friction. Irradiations of gamma-ray, x-ray, 

ultraviolet-ray, laser, etc. along with various surface treatments like rare earth, plasma, acid 

and many more have been used in the past to achieve desired surface properties. Irradiation 

with nanosecond laser pulses of ultraviolet and visible wavelengths on cross-linked hydrophilic 

co-polymeric materials showed that multiple-pulse irradiation at 266 nm with a limited number 

of laser shots can be used alternatively for generating a regular micro foam layer at the surface 

(Primo.,2016). A low-energy electron irradiation method was used to nanocrystalline the top-

surface of amorphous carbon film in electron cyclotron resonance plasma system, which 
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induced a lower friction than that of the original pure amorphous film because the electron 

irradiation gave rise to the formation of sp2 nano crystallites in the film top-surface within 4 

nm thickness (Chen.,2016). Tiwari et al. used classical, as well as modern methods for surface 

treatment of carbon fabric in polyetherimide matrix to characterize the composites for inter -

laminar shear strength and adhesive wear. The treatments were with nitric acid (HNO3) for 

different time intervals from 15 to 180 minutes and oxidation with concentrated HNO3 for 

various time intervals ranging from 30 to 180 minutes (Tiwari.,2011). Gamma irradiations with 

varying doses from 100–300 kilo-Gray to the twill weave carbon fiber have been reported 

(Tiwari.,2011). Cold remote nitrogen oxygen plasma treatment was also reported 

(Tiwari.,2011). Tiwari and Bijwe (2011) reported a comparative study of various methods used 

for surface treatment of carbon fiber and analyzed physical, chemical, and morphological 

changes occurred in fiber properties. These changes were due to treatment, which led to 

improved composite properties due to improved surface area on fiber surface, chemical 

bonding and adhesion between fiber and matrix.  

Laser irradiation remains popular for surface modifications from metals to polymers, due to its 

controlled surface treatment ability with limited energy consumption. Flexibility and other 

benefits expanded application of laser irradiation surface treatment to space, medical, industrial 

and other applications. Plasmonic nanoparticles were inserted into the bulk of a transparent 

medium to modify the polymer matrix by laser light irradiation, which promoted alteration of 

the material properties (Smirnov.,2014). Macroscopic, microscopic and nanoscopic laser 

processed structures on aluminum and glass fiber reinforced thermoplastics joint of different 

fiber content increased high shear tensile strengths of up to 42 N/mm² (Heckert.,2014). Laser 

induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) were induced on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

and polystyrene (PS) polymers substrates for formation of separated gold nanowires as well as 

alignment and activation of human cells (Barb.,2014). Laser-induced periodic surface 

structures increased coefficient of friction for structured areas (Eichstadt.,2011). Polymer 

matrix surfaces were also altered to modify surface properties. Laser material interaction with 

carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) has shown that the width of the working area is 

directly dependent on the beam diameter and not on number of passes. Also, higher removal 

rate can be achieved by increased total energy density instead of power density (Pagano.,2015). 

Proton irradiation of 25 keV with influence of 2.25×10 17 ion/cm2 improved the main wear 

mechanism under three-body abrasion wear with low surface energy, which reduced the wear 

rate and the friction coefficient of polyimide blocks (Zheng.,2015). Thin single step irradiated 
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and annealed ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene hip liners also exhibited an increase in 

both wear rate and volume loss (Negra.,2016). Surface modification effects by laser irradiation 

on allyl‐ Di glycol CR39 developed the photo thermal effect mechanism due to localized heat 

generation, which was responsible for surface structure modification (Zakaria.,2016). 

Femtosecond infrared laser irradiation enhanced carrier transport of poly (3-hexylthiophene): 

phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester blend film by inducing a photo expansion without 

deteriorating molecular structure of polymer film (Chae.,2017). Low power laser irradiation 

improved the wear resistance of glass-fibre-reinforced polyester composites by enhancing 

cross linking in unsaturated polyester, modifying surface microstructure, and increasing the 

hardness of the composite material (Chand.,1996).  

Development, moisture absorption, thermal and mechanical behavior of MA-g-PE modified 

EVA/HDPE nanocomposites were studied and reported (Rajan.,2011). Also, polymer 

EVA/HDPE/MA-g-PE/OMMT nanocomposite showed wear resistance characteristics in 

adhesive and abrasive wear modes (Namdeo.,2020). Laser irradiation is an effective way of 

modification of surfaces and bonding. Therefore, effects of laser irradiation on adhesive tribo-

performance of EVA/HDPE/MA-g-PE/OMMT (70/30/2/4) polymer nanocomposite have been 

investigated in this study. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS  

A. Laser irradiation and composition details 

Laser irradiations on composite specimens of sizes of 5x5 mm2 cross sectional area were 

performed on Ytterbium Laser System (YSL-2000) Germany. The experimental parameters, 

such as, stand-off distance, wavelength and beam diameter for laser irradiation were kept as 15 

mm, 1.08 µm and 3 mm respectively. Untreated polymer nanocomposites were irradiated by 

laser at 2.69, 3.12 3.54 and 3.97 kW/mm2 power densities and 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 m/min scan 

speeds. Laser treatment of polymer nanocomposites used for adhesive tribo-performance along 

with their designations, hardness and densities has been presented in Table 1. 

B. Adhesive Test 

Coefficient of friction and specific wear rate observations in adhesive mode of polymer 

nanocomposites were evaluated. Experiments were conducted as per ASTM G99 standard 

using pin-on-disc apparatus [30]. Composite specimens of cross-sectional area of 5x5 mm2 and 

30 mm long held against rotating disc of steel EN31 of 165 mm diameter and 8 mm width. 

Surface roughness and hardness of rotating disc were 1.6 µm and 60 HRC respectively. The 

untreated and laser treated sample pins under test pressed at loads of 5, 10 and 15 N against 
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rotating disc at 0.8 m/sec sliding speed for 500, 700 and 900 m sliding distances. At least three 

samples for each set of influencing factors were tested. Specific wear rate was calculated using 

simple Archard’s wear equation 1.  

Ks  =
∆𝑉

L x D
                                           … 1 

Where, Ks is specific wear rate in m3N-1m-1; ∆V is volume loss in m3; L is Load in N; and D is 

sliding distance in m. 

Table 1 Laser Treatment of Polymer Nanocomposites used for Adhesive Tribo-performance 

with their Designation, Hardness and Densities 

Laser Irradiation Variables 
Designation 

Hardness 

(Shore A) 

Density        

(Mg m-3) Scan Speed (m/min) Power Density (kW/mm2) 

2.69 LT11 60.5 0.958 

3.12 LT12 58.0 0.952 

3.54 LT13 63.7 0.967 

3.97 LT14 61.8 0.962 

2.69 LT21 60.5 0.958 

3.12 LT22 58.0 0.952 

3.54 LT23 63.7 0.967 

3.97 LT24 61.8 0.962 

2.69 LT31 60.5 0.958 

3.12 LT32 58.0 0.952 

3.54 LT33 63.7 0.967 

3.97 LT34 61.8 0.962 

Un-treated PNC --- UT 61.5 0.961 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effects of load and sliding distance as well as the interaction effects of power density and scan 

speed with load on coefficient of friction and specific wear rate have been shown from Figures 

1(a-b) to 4(a-b), respectively. Coefficient of friction display error bars for the chart series with 

5% value and data labels were positioned at left side of data points by line charts, while bar 

charts were used to show specific wear rate display error bars for the chart series with 5% 

value and data labels positions outside the end of data points. 

A. Effect of load 

Effect of load on coefficient of friction and specific wear rate at 700 m sliding distance and 0.7 

m/min scan speed have been shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. It was observed that 

with the increment of load, coefficient of friction was decreased while specific wear rate was 

increased linearly with increment in load from 5 N to 15 N. Coefficient of friction was 

increased from LT31 to maximum for LT32, then lowest for LT33 and again increased slightly 

for LT34 and UT at all loads. The highest and lowest coefficients of friction were observed as 
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0.55 at 5 N load for LT32 and 0.41 at 15 N load for LT33. Specific wear rate was found in 

order of LT33<LT34<LT31<UT<LT32 at 5 N load and LT33<LT34<UT<LT31<LT32 for 10 

N and 15 N loads. Minimum specific wear rate 4.304x10-15 m3N-1m-1at 5 N load for LT33 and 

maximum specific wear rate 83.664x10-15 m3N-1m-1at 15 N for LT21 were recorded. 

 

Figure 1 Effect of load on (a) coefficient of friction and (b) specific wear rate at 700 m sliding   

distance and 0.7 m/min scan speed 

B. Effect of sliding distance 

Effect of sliding distance at 10 N load and 0.7 m/min scan speed on coefficient of friction and 

specific wear rate have been displayed in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. It was observed 

that sliding distance did not affect coefficient of friction and it remained almost constant. 

However, it was found in order of LT33<LT34<UT< LT31<LT32. Minimum and maximum 

coefficients of friction were found as 0.446 for LT33 at 500 m and 0.52 for LT32 at 900 m 

sliding distances. On the contrary, specific wear rate was decreased with increment in sliding 

distance. LT31 and LT32 exhibited higher specific wear rate than untreated polymer 

nanocomposite (UT), while LT33 and LT34 had lower specific wear rate than UT. LT33 had 

the least wear among all treated PNC. Least specific wear rate of 8.976x10 -15 m3N-1m-1 

observed at 900 m sliding distance for LT33, while LT32 had the most specific wear rate of 

72.68x10-15 m3N-1m-1 at 500 m sliding distance. 
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Figure 2 Effect of sliding distance on (a) coefficient of friction and (b) specific wear rate at 10 

N load and 0.7 m/min scan speed 

 

C. Interaction effects of power density and load 

Interaction effects of power density and load on coefficient of friction and specific wear rate at 

700 m sliding distance and 0.7 m/min scan speed have been shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), 

respectively. Both coefficient of friction and specific wear rate were increased from 2.69 

kW/mm2 power density to the highest at 3.12 kW/mm2 then decreased to the lowest for 3.54 

kW/mm2 and again increased marginally to 3.97 kW/mm2 at all loads. It was observed that 

coefficient of friction was decreasing from 5 N load to 10 N load and then sharply to 15 N 

load, while specific wear rate was increasing with load at constant rate from 5 N load to 10 N 

load and then to 15 N load. Coefficient of friction had the lowest value of 0.41 at 3.54 kW/mm2  

power density for 15 N load and the highest value of 0.55 at 3.12 kW/mm2 power density for 5 

N load. Minimum and maximum specific wear rates were observed as 4.104x10-15 m3N-1m-1 at 

5 N load for 3.54 kW/mm2 power density and 83.664x10-15 m3N-1m-1 at 15 N load for 3.12 

kW/mm2 power density.  

 

Figure 3 Interaction effects of power density and load on (a) coefficient of friction and (b) 

specific wear rate at 700 m sliding distance and 0.7 m/min scan speed 

D. Interaction effects of scan speed and load 

Interaction effects of scan speed and load on ccoefficient of friction and specific wear rate at 

3.54 kW/mm2 power density and 700 m sliding distance have been displayed in Figures 4(a) 

and 4(b), respectively. It was observed that coefficient of friction was increased slightly from 

0.3 m/min scan speed to 0.5 m/min scan speed and further marginally down to 0.7 m/min scan 

speed. It was decreasing with increment of load from 5 N to 15 N. Maximum and minimum 

coefficients of friction were found as 0.53 at 5 N load for 0.5 m/min scan speed and 0.41 at 15 
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N load for 0.7 m/min scan speed, respectively. On the other hand, specific wear  rate was 

affected slightly with scan speed at all applied loads but increased with increment in loads. The 

lowest 4.104x10-15 m3N-1m-1 and the highest 18.299x10 -15 m3N-1m-1 specific wear rates were 

found at 0.7 m/min scan speed for 5 N load and 0.5 m/min scan speed for 15 N load.  

 

Figure 4 Interaction effects of scan speed and load on (a) coefficient of friction and (b)specific 

wear rate at 3.54 kW/mm2 power density and 700 m sliding distance 

It was observed that coefficient of friction was varied with load and power density. It remained 

almost constant with sliding distance and decreased with increase in load due to visco-elastic 

behavior of polymer nanocomposites. Power density affected coefficient of friction in a 

variable manner. Initially it increased and then reduced drastically and further became steady. 

It was observed that, laser irradiation at 2.69 and 3.12 kW/mm2 reduced hardness, while further 

increase in power density (at 3.97kW/mm2)  increased hardness. Therefore, specific wear rate 

increased first and then decreased. Scan speed had marginal variation in coefficient of friction. 

Similar findings for the effect of load and distance on coefficient of friction have also been 

reported by Zuo et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2014).  

Laser irradiation causes phase transformation of the polymer nanocomposites due to local heat 

zone produced during laser irradiation. This phase transformation is associated with the process 

of diffusion-controlled dislocation hardening mechanism which is taking place in the localized 

region. The accepted concept is that these dislocations became mobile and localized through 

diffusion having some jump frequency when the applied tensile stress is less than the yield 

stress. This gave rise to the change in fracture toughness and hardness value of the composites. 

Therefore, specific wear rate was increased with increase in load and power density, while 

decreased with increase in sliding distance in all cases. The present results agree with those of 

Dayma et al. (2011) and Suresha et al. (2012).  

E. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis 

Adhesive wear in a polymer-metal sliding system resulted due to interactions between polymer 

molecules and metal atoms at the sliding interface. Dissipation of frictional energy at the 
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sliding interface increased the molecular mobility, produced thermal softening, or even caused 

degradation of the polymeric material in extreme cases [37]. Mainly adhesive wear process of 

polymer-metal interaction involves initial contact of the polymer and metal surface. 

Subsequently deformable polymer molecules were gradually transferred to the hard counter 

face in running-in process. Finally, wear is influenced by shear and adhesive property of the 

transferred film . 

Scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss Sigma - Gemini) was used to examine thin silver-

plated worn surfaces of samples. SEM images of untreated and laser treated polymer 

nanocomposites UT PNC, LT31, LT32, LT33 and LT34 at 10 N load, 700 m sliding distance 

and 0.8 m/s sliding velocity have been shown in Figures 5(a)-5(e) respectively.  
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Figure 5 Scanning electron microscopic images of polymer nanocomposites in adhesive wear 

at 10 N load, 700 m sliding distance and 0.8 ms-1 sliding velocity (a) UT PNC, (b) LT31, (c) 

LT32, (d) LT33 and (e) LT34 

Directions of sliding were shown by arrows, while oval marks showed remarkable damage of 

surfaces. Micro ploughing and microcracking wear mechanisms of surface matrix were 

observed in Figure 5(a), while delamination and peeling off of worn surface exhibited blisters 

on surface as shown in Figure 5(b). At 3.12 kW/mm2 power density, thermal softening of 

rubbing surfaces caused flow of matrix in the direction of sliding, which was seen by severe 

microcracking, micro ploughing and micro cutting in Figure 5(c). Subsequent increased in 

power density to 3.54 kW/mm2 improved hardness of surface and therefore minor adhesive 

rubbing marks with microcracking and micro ploughing were appeared in Figure 5(d). Further, 

increase in power density was responsible for subsequent deterioration of surface with 

microcracking and delamination as shown in Figure 5(e). These findings corroborate with that 

of Briscoe and Sinha (2014) and Martinez et al. (2015). 

Laser irradiation involves rapid heating and cooling of local region due to increase in mobility 

of energy by the excited molecules brought changes in the chemical and microstructural 

features of the surfaces. A dynamic temperature region is produced, which helps in simulating 

the cross-linking processes at the localized region. This modification was further characterized 

by increased surface energy. This decreases the magnitude of failure at the surface and hence 

improves the wear resistance of LT33 and LT34 in comparison to UT PNC, LT31 and LT32. 

These wear mechanisms reveal that the wear mechanism of the laser irradiated nanocomposites 

may be altered by changes in the polymer matrix and the interfacial bonding.  

CONCLUSION 

Effects of laser irradiation on adhesive tribo-performance of EVA/HDPE/MA-g-PE/OMMT 

(70/30/2/4) polymer nanocomposite were investigated in this work. Outcomes of this 

experimental study are as follows: 

 Coefficient of friction was independent to sliding distance, while decreased with increase in 

load. 

 Specific wear rate was decreased with increase in sliding distance. On the other hand, it was 

increased with increase in load. 

 Coefficient of friction and specific wear rate were highly affected by power density, while 

remained almost constant with scan speed. 
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 Laser irradiated polymer nanocomposite at 3.54kW/mm2 power density and 0.7 m/min scan 

speed, i.e., LT33 had least coefficient of friction and specific wear rate for all applied loads 

and sliding distances. 

 SEM images were explained wear mechanism of worn surfaces and shown that polymer 

nanocomposite irradiated at power density 3.54 kW/mm2 is subjected to least wear. 
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